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SUMWRY

ENCOUNTERED

4 Calculations are made of the magnitude of the surface sound pres-

g sure levels that will occur on blunt-nosed vehicles during reentv into
the earth’s atmosphere. The results presented cover a wide range of re-
entrance velocities and reentrance angles into the atmosphere and sizes
and weights of the vehicle.

The smslysis presented is based on current subsonic results, which
can be extrapolated to high supersonic speeds for a blunt-nosed body
since the vslues of local Mach number behind the shock but outside the

k boundary layer are quite low. The s.nslysisis limited to the p-icular
point on the body where the maximum local sound pressure level.is ob-
tained. A constant vslue of the ratio of the surface root-mean-square

. pressure to the 10CS2.dynsmic pressure, which is based on current sub-

sonic data, is assumed (4.WO-3) .

The results indicate
of 150 decibels or higher
posure to these levels is

that surface sound pressure levels of the order
sre likely to be encountered. The time of ex-
found to be of the order of 25 seconds.

INTRODUCTION

The problems associated with the reentry of a bsllistic missile are
numerous. In some cases even the order of magnitude of the problem is
unknown, such as the internsl and externsl noise levels to which the nose
cone is subjected. Eigh externsl fluctuating pressures in the boundary
layer may dsmage the externsl structure of the vehicle if the times in-
volved sre of long enough duration. On the other hand, high externsl
sound pressure levels msy result in high internsl sound pressure levels
(inside the cone) and may interfere with the proper action of internsl
mechanical or electronic devices.
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The .mM.ysis presented herein was made to determine the maximum *
value of sound pressure level that would occur during the reentry of a
blunt-nose cone.

Although there are very little data on the fluctuating pressures in
a boundary lsyer even at subsonic speeds (refs. 1 end 2), the necessity
of making an order-of-magnitude estimate of the sound pressure levels
inside and outside the nose cone is obvious. The results reported herein
represent en extrapolation of current knowledge and data in the subsonic
speed range to the very high hypersonic speeds encountered by kml.listi.c

*

missiles. 8

Such an extrapolation would ap~ear to be possible for blunt-nosed
vehicles, which sre of current interest, since the Mach numbers mound
the body (behind the shock wave) are only slightly supersonic. Further-
more, the measurement snd use of acoustic data on the decibel scsle (6
db is a ratio of 2 in mns pressures) to a probable accuracy of no better
thsnA2 decibels is usually sufficient and, hence, errors involved in
data extrapolationmsy not be any larger than the usual accuracy to which
the final result is desired.
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area, sq ft

speed of sound, ft/sec

dr~ coefficient

base of Naperisn logsrithims, 2.718 . . .

acceleration due to gravitational force, 32.2 ft/sec2

Mach number

mass, slug/cu ft

total pressure, lb/sq ft

pressure, lb/sq f%

root-mean-squsrepressure at surface

dynsmic pressure, (T/2)M%

gas constant
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Re~lds nuniber

sound pressure level, db(re 2XL0-4 dynes/sq cm)

temperature, %

the, sec

velocity, ft/sec

velocity at entrance to earth’s atmosphere, ft/sec

verticsl component of V, ft/sec

altitude, ft

Constantj l/22,0cQ> I/ft

ratio of specific heat for tir, 1.4

time parsmeter

angle of flight path at reentrance with respect to horizontal, deg

air viscosity, slugs/ft-sec

air density, shg/cu ft

air density at sea level, 0.0034 slug/cu ft

reentrant parmeter, C&/2~m sin ~

Subscripts:

z local

max maxtium vslue encountered slong trajectory

1 behind shock at stagnation point

ANALYSIS

The fluctuating surface pressures created by a turbulent boundary
layer have been measured in a duct (ref. 1) and on the surface of a wing
(ref. 2). In both cases the measurements were made by using microphones
embedded in the surface and exposed to the airstresm. E&h sets of data
showed that the root-mean-squarepressure ~ at the surface varied .—
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linearly with a dynamic pressure q of the flow. The ratio ~/q was
relatively independent of the Reynolds number or of the boundsry-lsyer
thickness. The data of reference 1 showed no effeet of Mach number,
whereas the flight data (ref. 2) indicated a Mach number effect only at
low Mach numbers (below 0.55). Since the data of reference 2 were taken
on an airfoil.,the low Mach number effects could well result frcm angle-
of-attack effects rather than from any resl Mach number effect of itself.
Unpublished data taken both in flight and in a large acoustic channel
agree quite well with the results of reference 1; that is, no effect was
~oted of Mach number, Reynolds number, or boundary-lsyer_thicknesson

P/q” A study of sll the available data indicates that p/q is a~rox-

imately 4 to 5XL0-3 for Mach numbers up to 0.8. For the case of a blunt-
nosed reentry vehicle traveling at hypersonic speeds (M > 5) the local
values of dynsmic pressure may be quite large even though the local Mach
numbers (behind the shock) are not high (less than 2.0).

.-

V

Since the vslue of ~ depends on_local quantities it would be ex-
pected that the linear dependence of p on q would not be sltered
greatly by doubling the Mach number, that is, an increase from 0.8 to 1.6.

Consider the case of ablunt-nosed body reentering the esrth’s at-
mosphere at extremely high speeds as shown in the following sketch: #

wave

At high Mach numbers an extremely strong bow wave precedes the body
and the vslue of Ml is approximately0.4for a range of free-stresm

Mach numbers from 4 to 20. The flow behind the shock proceeding down-
stream frcm the stagnation point speeds UP .~d at s~e point on the bow

—

aft of the sts.gnationpoint the msximum vslue of the 10CS2.dynsmic pres-
“.

s~e qz outside the boundary lsyer is encountered. This msximum value

in uniquely related to a particular value of Mz provided that the to-

tal.pressure of the flow around the body between the shock end the bo&d- *
ary layer remains constant and equal to the stagnation-pointtotsl —

e
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W pressure PI. Then the maxbmzuvslue

Mz = 1.415 (e.g., ref. 3). It should

5

of @’1 is 0.4312 and occurs at

be noted that the calculation pro-

cedures used herein do not account for any effects associated with ex-
tremely high temperatures such as dissociation or vsriable ratio of spe-
cific heats.

To calculate qz at any point on the tra~ectory, it is ozd.yneces-

ssry to know the

ble value of P1

was undertaken.

The meximum

M, that is,
Setting the

vslue of I’l. In order to determine the mex5mmn possi-
for a given set of conditions, the fo310wing snelysis

The usual normal.shock relations give

Vshle of PI occurs at a particular combination of p and

at some particular point elong the trajectom of the vehicle.
derivative dP1/dy= O and solving for Pl will yield the

maximun vslue of (Pl)m= ‘along the trajectory. The result of such a

- differentiation and slgebraic rearrangement for ~ >>1 yields

.

p= -..5

Using the gas law p = pgRT and M = V/a, then, fields

Allen (ref. 4) shows that the velocity
entrant trajectory can be expressed as

v= v..e-W

where

%
P ‘2f3msin~

where ~ is the body drag coefficient, A
ing to ~, m is the mass of the body, and

at any point slong the re-

is the body
+ is the

of the body as it enters the atmosphere. The ;onstsnt
the atmospheric relation.

area correspond-

reentrant angle
P appears in

P = poe+Y

“
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The derivation of reference 4 assumes that CD is essentially con- 4
stant, that is, the parameter q does not vary appreciably. Further-
more, the vslues of ~ must be large enough so that

fects on the flight path are small.

When these relations are used, the maximum vslue

PP = 0.5. Hence, for M>71,

and (q2)w on the body corresponding to (Pl)- is

The

point is

The

0.073 Vg
(q~)m~= g

maximum al hmnediately behind the shock at

gravitational ef-

—

of PI occurs at

given by

the stagnation-.,
slso obtai~ed at the condition (Pl)ma end is givenby

(q~)m=
v:

= 0.01533 ~

values of (qz)m= and (ql)H are @que

titude y for-specified vslues of q (see appendix
corresponding to (qz)mu or (ql)W iS Plotted as

w

functions of the al- .

A). The altitude y
a function of cp in

figure-1. It is evident that tfiepeak dynemic pressures occur between
40,000 and 95,000 feet for a range of q values fromlW3 to 10,000. A
plOt of (qz)m~ as a function of the reentrant velocity for various vsl-

ues of q is given in.figure 2.

The fact that the 10CS2.dynsmic pressures are high during reentry
(500 lb/ft or greater) does not necessarily infer that a tuxbulent bound-
ary layer exists on the vehicle. One impm%ant consideration that deter-
mines the existence of a turbulent boundary layer is the Reynolds number
associated with the flow. The relation for Reynolds number per foot
(based on conditions immediately behind the shock at the nose

‘el/ft = PIV1/yl) is shown in appendix B to be
..

219x10g
%/ft = at (%)m=

T*

*

.
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Furthermore, it can be readily shown (appendix B) that the
number per foot Re/ft based on free-stresm conditions at condlt.
corresponding to (qZ)m is given by

Figure 3 shows a plot of Rel/fi as a function of q for reentrant

velocities from 10,000 to 25,000 feet per second. From the figure, it is
evident that over the whole range of q) and VE the vslue of Rel/ti

varies by only a little more than a decade. Furthermore, even for a mod-
erate size missile, values of Reynolds number well over one million will
be achieved, which indicates a high probability of the existence of a
turbulent boundary lsyer.

As pointed out previously, the vslue of (qZ)_ occurs at alocsl

Mach nmber of about 1.4, and since ~/q is essentially constant over a
wide range of subsonic Mach nmbers, it would be expected that there
would be no lerge changes in ~/q at low supersonic speeds. There is,
of course, the possibility that locsl shock-wave - boun~-lsyer fiter-
~tions could greatly slter locsl values of ~/q. Such an effect is
quite unlikely in the nose-cone region under discussion because the pres-
sure gradients around the nose sre favorable.

It would appear, therefore, that assuming a constant vslue for p/q

equsl to 4.5XI.0-3would be justified for most preliminn calculations.
Even with a chsmge in ~/q of 2, the sound pressure levels would vary
by only 6 decibels. The sound pressures associated with (qZ)U canbe

csl.culatedusing this assumption, and a graph of the maximm sound pres-
sure levels S~u as a function of q is given in figure 4 for var-

ious VdUeS of initisl re~tr~t velocity. Current vslues of cp and

‘E would give vslues of S~a of approxtiately 150 to 160 decibels

for a long-rsnge bsllistic missile. It should be remembered that the
vslues of sound pressure level will vary over the entire surface and that
S+ corresponds only to the maximum vslue that will occur only at one

location sft of the stagnation point. However, since the magnitude of
the sound pressures is quite lsrge compared with the ususl vslues it
would appear that consideration should be given during the designing of
long-range ballistics missiles to minimize the effects of these sound
pressures properly.

.

.
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One factor that wouJ.dtend to aKLeviate both the etiernsl.and inter- ‘J
nal noise problems is the extremely short duration of exposure to the
earth’s atmosphere. The total the elapsed from the entrance of the nose
cone into the earth’s atmosphere until its impact on the surface woui.d
probably not exceed 120 seconds. Only during a portion of this time
would the 10CSJ.dynamic pressures be high enough to result in high noise
levels. Calculations of the variation of the maximum value of local dy-
namic pressure with sltitude for a range of cp vslues are shown in fig-
ure 5. In each case the ql value increases sharply below an altitude

of 140,000 feet, reaches a peak vslue (qz)_ at some sltitude between

100,000 end 50,000 feet (dependent on q), and then decreases sharply as
the sltitude decreases. For values of q between 10,000 and 3000, -the
high values of ql exist between 140,000 end 50,000 feet. For lower q

values, the high values of ql are encountered down to 30,000 feet. A

method for calculating the time during which high values of q2 exist

is given in appendix C.

For the cases of current interest, the criticsl values of q~ are
encountered between 140,000 and 5U,00Cl feet. The time for the missile
to traverse this distance should give a reasonable esttiate of the dura-
tion of exposure. Figure 6 shows a time parsmeter ~ for the missile

=-

to fell from 140,000 to 50,000 feet as a function of parsmeter cp. The
the psmmeter ~ is equal to ~tVE sin ~, where t is the actusl time .

(see) forthemissile totraverse the given distance. Formissilesof
current interest the time is of the order of 25 seconds. For future mis-
siles the times will probably approach approximately one-hslf this vslue.

CONCLUIXNGREMARK8

The results presented herein give m.indication of the magnitude of
the surface sound pressure levels that & be encountered during reentry.
These levels are high (of the order of 150 db) but the time of exposure
to the esrth’s atmosphere is short, that is, approximately 25 seconds.
Furthermore, the Reynolds ntiers are high enough to yield turbulent
boundary layers. Current efforts to reduce heat transfer by maintaining
large lengths of lsminer boundary lsyers would greatly reduce say prob-
lems that might be created by excessively high sound pressure levels.
On the other hand, the use of ablation-type nose cones with their inevi-
tably higher surface roughness should increase the order of magnitude of
the sound pressures.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
.

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Cleveland, Ohio, Msy 8, 1958 .
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APPENDIX A

.

ALTITUDE AT WHICH MAX.IMW LOCAL DYNAMIC

ERESSUEE IS ENCO~

The condition that Yi~* (qZ)= or ~%.)max ‘s m = 0“5 a ‘e-

rived in the ANALYSIS section.

Hence,

poe-$Y ~ = 0.5

where

B = 1/22,000; Po = 0.0034

Y= * In 2Pog

I = 22,000 ln(o. c068q)
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AH’ENDIX B

REYNOLDS NUMBER PER FOOT BASED ON CONDITIONS IMMEDIATELY

BEHIND SHOCK AT NOSE (P.V./u,) CORRESR3NDING TO
-*XL

MAX13KM LOCAL DYNAMIC PRESSURE

Plvl pv
*%/ft = ~ = ~ since Plvl =

P1 = 3. 44x10-g T~”75

!L, +2
T

for M>5

Since the atmospheric relation p = poe-Py is

phere where T = const=t = 392° R,

pv

sn isothermsll

l-qz 3.44)(LO
“[($6)(&~ 3$12~*75 +5

IJl~ 2.93xlO -12 $.5

Since pq = 0.5 for (ql)ma, then V= VEe-0*5 = 0.606VE

*el/ft
pv

= 2.93f10-12 V1”5 =

“

atmos-

.

Furthermore, since V = 0.606 VE at conditions for (ql)ma and

a = 971, then M = v@QO.

Therefore, the free-stream Reynolds number per foot Re/ft is
given by

~ 0.606TE VE

Re/ft = ~= =— ~06

3.03xlo-7 ~

--

-.

.
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.

APFmmx c

CALCULATION OF TIME DURING WHICH HIGH VALUES OF

LOCAL DYNAMIC F!RESST.IREARE ENCOUNTERED

‘Y
of a bsllistic

where V = VEe-QP

a vehicle to cover

.

.

In reference 4 it is shown that the

where
.

vehicle is given by

vy=vsin~

verticsl component of velocity

on sll points of the trajectory. Hence, the time for

tie distance between two vslues of y is given by

J
Y2

t=
1 dy

v~ sin ~ e-w
Y1

p = poe-PY

@’ -Ppoe-PY ~

t
1

[
Q3P+P+~+ti+.. ‘2=-

!3VEsin ~ 4 18
.1
J P1

Since pl snd P2 are unique functions of

late t for any chosen vslues of y. and ,

y, it is possible to cslcu-

y2 for particular values of

q, VE, and Sill~. If the the is expressed in terms of the &hnension-

less the parameter ~ = f3tv~sin 6E then E is a function of q only

and can be shown by a single curve as indicated in figure 6.
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